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TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS:

- TWIC
- DRIVER MUST HAVE GATE CODE FOR ALL MISSIONS
- SAFETY VEST MUST BE WORN
- FRONT LICENSE PLATE MUST BE UNOBSTRUCTED (NO COVERS, SHIELDS, ETC.)
- CELLULAR PHONES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES CANNOT BE USED WHILE TRAVELING

1. Present your TWIC to security guard at entrance gate and then drive thru the AGS Inbound Portals. (Terminal Speed Limit is 25 mph, AGS Portal Speed Limit is 7 mph.)

2. Proceed to the Inbound Inspection canopy. Lift card reader cover and place CDL or TWIC on scanner (CDL/TWIC must be removed from case or protective covering before placed on scanner.) Once completed, follow instructions displayed on the Kiosk’s screen. Use keypad located on Kiosk to enter information.

3. You will be issued a "Routing Slip" that explains what you are to do for your mission. After collecting “Routing Slip,” place TWIC on security scanner to raise barrier arm and exit inbound lane.

4. After completing all tasks on the "Routing Slip," drive through the Outbound Portal and proceed to the outbound lane Kiosk. Follow the instructions on the Kiosk's screen. Use keypad to enter required information.

5. Remove the printed Carrier Interchange from the Kiosk. Place TWIC on security scanner to raise barrier arm and exit outbound lane.

6. Proceed through RPM.

7. Present your Carrier Interchange to Guard Gate.

Solutions Center Contact Information
Voice: (843) 579-4433 Fax: (843) 628-2444
Email: solutionscenter@scspa.com

GOPORT.SCSPA.COM